
Compiled as a documentary mix of history and cultural study, the 96-page 
book offers background on Latino presence in Idaho and also serves as a 
how-to manual on planning a cultural festival in other communities. 

Latinos in Idaho evolved from the collaboration of the Idaho Humanities 
Council, Nampa’s Hispanic Cultural Center of Idaho, and other agencies and individu-
als to create a first-time, three-day cultural festival in Nampa, Idaho, in September of 
2000 called Fiesta Idaho. ($10.00 + tax) 

Publica�ons 

Dishrag Soup  
& Poverty Cake 

Idaho Potluck of Essays on Food 

This “potluck” explores recipes and more through the secret ingredients of commu-
nity, friendship, family and memory. Forty-three contributors from Coeur d’Alene 
to Pocatello offer culinary tales and recipes worth sharing.  As the introduction 
states, it’s not so much a cookbook per se, but an eclectic mix of poignant and  
humorous stories of the people behind the food:  a Nez Perce root-gathering mentor; 
a professor mixing politics and blue berry pancakes; survivors of the Great  
Depression who made soup from almost nothing.  ($15.00 + tax) 

Latinos in Idaho:  Celebrando Cultura 
Explores the History & Culture of Latinos In Idaho 

Purchase online directly from the Idaho Humanities Council  
www.idahohumanities.org      or    by calling (208) 345-5346 

IHC will ship for $3.00 per book 
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Idaho Wilderness Considered 
an anthology of essays, photos, and 

other reflections 

An anthology of essays, photos, and other reflections in 
commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the Wilderness 
Act and the establishment of new wilderness areas in Idaho 
in 2015.  The book features contributions by 25 Idahoans, 
including an interview with Governor Cecil Andrus on his 
life in conservation, an essay by U.S. Congressman Mike 
Simpson on Boulder-White Clouds legislation, and more.  
($15.00 + tax). 
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